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ABSTRACT

A time dépendent calculation procédure ta solve the

incompressible Navier-Stokes équations in arbitrary

three-dimensional shapes is presented. The conservative form of the

primitive-variable formulation written for a général curvilinear

coordinate system is adopted. The numerical scheme is based on an

overlapping grid with opposed differencing for mass and pressure

gradients. This structure allows the use of the same camputational

cell for the continuity and the momentum equations^and yet no spurious

oscillafcions in the velocity or pressure fields are présent. The

method is applied to test cases of ducting and the résulte are

comparée! with eKperimental and numerical data.



l. INTRODUCTION

Progress of the design process in turbomachinery demande a

maximization at the power recovery while at the same time a

minimization of the machine eize. This could mean, for eîîample,

that the blade loading has ta be increased in order to reduce the

number o-f blades.

The ability ta respond ta this kind of conflicting

requirements is related ta the availability of appropriate analysis

tools.In this conteîit the prediction of the three dimensional

physics inside a blade passage is crucial. The main difficulties

associated with the solution of this type o+ problem ares the

treatment of the boundary conditions on the geometries that

bounds the damai n,the choice of a proper storage location for the

dépendent variables and the lack of an explicit équation for the

pressure.

The objective o-f this report is ta présent a numerical

procédure ta solve three-dimensional time-dependent incompressible

Navier-Stokes équations inside turbine blade rows. The

proposed method is based on the primitive-variable formulation

using a contrai volume approach.

The problem of the compleîî boundaries is treated by formulating

and solving the conservation équations on a curvilinear coordinate

System that matches the boundary domain. Because the boundary nodes

always coincide with the domain boundary, no particular procédure is



required at thèse locations.

Différent techniques car» be used to numerically create a

curvilinear mesh, a detailed review of the subject bas been given in

E l 31 also a spécifie 3-D génération procédure developed by the authors

can be found in [23.

Currently the computational discretization used for solving

incompressible fluid flow problems is the staggered grid. This

technique avoids the checkerboard pattem for velocity and

pressure fields,however it requires a différent location,

tagether with a distinct computational cell for each velocity

component and the pressure.In the présent study it is proposed to

compute the pressure and the veiocity components at the same grid

location. Thèse parameters are located at the center of the same

computational cell which is used for the mamentum and continuity

balance. As a result the computer implementation of the présent method

is much simpler than the staggered grid approach, because fewer

géométrie terms are required, and smaller memory space is needed. Ta

avoid the checkerboard pattern for the pressure or velocity fields,

that normal l y would appear with such discretization, an opposed

différence scheme for pressure and fluKes is used in the main flow

direction.

The coupling between the pressure and velocity fields is

obtained by means of a pressure équation based on the SIMPLE

methadC33. This procédure was derived for a curvilinear grid and

applied ta attain a pressure field which drives velocities that



satisfy the mass conservation.

The présent method has been applied to obtain the numerical

solution of flows within ducts of différent geometries.The results

reveal the complex nature of the three dimensional phenomena

showing some aspects of the secondary flow. This scheme,coupled

with an automatic mesh generator,is a promising tool for the blade row

analysis.

2. CONSERVATION EQUATIONS

When formulating the équations of motion on a full y

curvilinear System, additional source or sink terms appear in

thèse équations.Thèse terms represented by Christoffel sy-'hols are due

ta the required connection between différent points at the space

that belongs ta a différent vector basis.Although such an approach

has been previously used t4,53,it is felt that in order to avoid

the numerical complications created by such terms the strong

conservât!ve formulation is préférable.This means that the cartesian

momentum components are kept as the dépendent variables,

rather than the contravariant components. This results in an

hybrid system which is not more complicated than their cartesian

counteTpart•

Following this approach the time dépendent Navier—StokBs

équations car» be written ass



"ç)q +'3e + DF + 3e Î)R + 3s + 3r

<Ôt "ô^ 'ÔTI '9ç 'ï»î 'ÔTI ôç (l)

where î. represents the "streamNise" direction, TI ,the "normal"

direction and ç the "binormal" direction as illustrated in Fi g l.

The flux and diffusion terms in Eq.(l) ares
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where p représente the viscosity.

The cartesian velocity coropanents u,v,w and the contravariant

velocity components U,V,W along the curvilinear caordinates f.,H

and ç are related bys

U= UÏM +VÏy +W'Ça

V== UT]M +VTiy +wr|a (2)

W= uç^ +vÇy +wç«

The metric terms ^^, îy» ï.as, etc. , the jacobian J and

the contravariant metric tensor components gi.ji, are obtained fromg

ÏM = (y^z^ -y^ZTT,)/J T]», = (zxz^ -yiZ.s)/J

Ïy = (ZTIÎ<«S ~î<TlZlc)/J T|y = (x-eZiç -X^Z-e)/J

f.» = (x-^Yv -y^Vvî/3 •q« = (y^Kc -K-cyosî/J

Çx = (YÏ.ZT, -Zïy^)/J

Çy = ix-^Z-e. -îî'eZ,r,)/J

Ça = (x'eYr, -y-e>t^)/J



J=?<ïyTiZ^+x«cy-eZ^+î{^y^Zï-î<-eyc2n-îî.ny-BZc-Xwy^Zx

c)îSK; <c)îÎK,
9*J = ?èîî1bîT

with ï* = -Ç , Ç^ = n , ï3 = .ç

3. DISCRETIZATION

As mentioned earlier a grid structure frequently utilized to

approîîimate the spatial derivatives of the Navier-Stokes équations

is the staggered grid formulation introduced by Harlow and

WelchC63.In this approach the pressure is stored at the center of the

cell while the velocity • camponents are défined at the celï

faces.This disposition avoids a zigzag pattern far the velocity and

pressure fields,but demands a différent location for the pressure and

for every velocity component -Although its implementation using the

conservative fonn is possible (see for eîîample RefC73) it requires

the storage of more than one velocity component at each face and

the computer implementation becomes difficult.

In the présent work a différent scheme and corresponding grid

arrrangement is proposée!.The discretizatian is based on an overlapping

grid structure where the basic cell is made of one unit in the main

flow direction and two units in the two directions. Fig 2. shows a two

dimensional cell structure on the computational 'Ç-TJ <k==c:onst. ) plane
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far ease of visualisation. Fi g.3. depicts the général cell in

three-dimensions. In the présent formulation the pressure and

cartesian velocity components are stored at the center of such cells.

In applying the basic équations ta this grid structure,,

central différences are used ta evaluate mass and pressure gradients

in the T| and ç direct!ans.This yields a System of équation which

require the values of velocity at the j+l,k and j-l,k and j,k-l and

j,k+l -faces. Thèse are not interpolated but are calculated by

overlapping éléments in those directions. The pressure is obtained by

the averaging af two neighbouring points in each direction.

Ta gain insight of this overlapping procédure, an e?<planation

in 2-D is attempted for a k=const. plane with this latter subscript

omitted.

When solving the System (l) cartesian and curvilinear companents

are required. The first set of components are calculated and stored at

the center i+1/2,j at the élément(Fi g 2.). As a result o-f the

overlapping procédure in the j direction that is illustrated on Fi g. 4,

thèse properties are al sa known at the i+l/2,j+l location that

correspond ta the center of the cell half unit above. The same

reasaning applies for the j-1 ,!<+!, and k-1 levels.

With the known cartesian velocity components at al l j and k

levels the V and W components are computed -from Eq. (2) ass
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Vi-*-»-<'z,^*a = U â.-«-a^a,j*x ÎT|»<) &t-a^ZBjA» + V* .».i^a. j*a (ïly)

+ W » .«-a ^a» j*» tîlae ) A-»-a.^z» j*a

for k=const.

and

Wjt<-a^a,i<d:i. = U t—a^z.iïAa (Ç><) A-*-x^a,i<Ai + VA^.a./'a.Kdei (Çy) **a-'z,»<*i

+ W i.-«.a ^2, «<*a (Ça ) *-fr-i.^a. h;*»

for j=const.

In the "streamwise" direction f, no averaging or overlapping is

used. The treatment is done by cambining forward and backward

différences. Mass gradients are obtained by upwind di-fferencing,so

the flux through the dawnstream i+l,j,k face is controlled by the

velocity located at the center of the cell i+1/2,j,k.With this in mind

the U components are obtained for the k=const. levels ass

U;t.,j s= Ua—».^a.j<Ç^)A,j •+• Vâ-a.^2',^ tÇy) a »-f

+ Wi.-l^SÎ.JI (Ç.)» .J

Pressure gradients are calculated by downwind differencing ,this

can be interprétée! as if the pressure at the center of the élément
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acts on its the upstream face i,j,k.

The following u momentum équation summarizes the employée!

discretizatian.

J» *i.^a. j . hi"r!la:I:u"lla,ï:i.^s.B.AAte
At

( J"u)Li-2:î.AdjLÎ£ZlJyu).*.AAj!.S£
Aï

+ iÏUVLi±i^3^i±i^Zlîuvl.i.±3.£.SjLâ.=S.3.f£.
2A-H

+ ^Jywl*-±A.^S.a.AA!£±ArIJyyiâ-Ï:A.Z:3Aj.^!£=A
2A-H

+ Eï.Ï:3^aA=Î.AÎ£l^.£îî.2.î.Ï:â.AAAisI:Ei-Ï:1.^3-a.«iA!£l^£*S.lâ-AA* •«
Aî

Ei-Ï3-^3Ad2:A.AÎÏ-î.^3îî.2-ï.±A.^.3.a.!AÏ:â.AS£ZBâ-±â.^.3.a.si.=:â.AS£^.^3!l2.&.Ï:3.^aA.s3S.=:A..a.!£

2ATj

t -f- t ^S. .1 . h:-*-l (JÇw )A-*-Ï./Z»^« B<:-«-a-'PA -fra^z.j.K—a («JÇ>< ) A -»-»<<'»• ^ • i<:—a

2AÇ

+ VIS = 0

where VIS représente the resulting viscous terms over the élément.

An analogous scheme bas been used by DentonC83 for the solution

of the campressible Euler équations.A comparable scheme together with

an interesting explanation of the opposed—differencing idea can be

found in RefC93.Recently FuchsC103 has also used a combination of

backward and forward différences coupled with the multigrid

technique.Thèse last two références soive the steady state équations.

To evaluate the convected momentum term at the cell faces, the
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weighted upstream différence scheme of Raithby and TorranceC113 bas

been adopted.Thèse authors propose the use of weights depending

on the Peclet number ta calculate the degree of upwinding.

4. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

4a) Velocity

As in fche présent approach both cartesian and curvilinear

velocities tahe part in the calculation procédure, boundary conditions

should be given for both of them»

fit the inlet a velocity profile in terms of ths cartesian and

contravariant connponents is specified.

At a no—siip surface only one curvilinear comportent has to be

supplied, because the remining two do not contribute ta the flow

balance over the adjacent éléments to thèse surfaces. This roeans for

example that for the triad U,V,W along the t,,T],ç coordinates,only the

W component is at a wall coïncident with a i-Tj sur-facej and

this value is zéro.

In spite of that the nul l flow is assured at the soiid

walls by the boundary condition on the curvilinear components, the

cartesian velocity components are also required § they siffiply are

u==v=sw=0.

At the outflow boundary zéro gradient of fche curvilinear
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weighted upstream dâfference scheme of Raithby and Torrar»ceC113 has

been adopted.Thèse authors propose the use of weights depending

on the Peclet number ta calculais the degree of upwxnding.

4. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

4a) Velocity

As in the présent approach both cartesian and curvilinear

velocities take part in the calculation procédure, boundary conditions

should be given for both of thema

At the ini et a velocity profile in terms of the cartesian and

contravarianfc components is specified.

At a no-slip surface only one curvilinear comportent bas to be

supplied, because the remining two do not cantribute ta the flow

balance over the adjacent éléments to thèse surfaces. This means for

ewample that for the triad U,V,W along the Î,,T|,Ç coordinates,only the

W component as at a wall coincident with a Ï-T] surfacei and

this value is zéro.

In spite of that the nulî flow is assured at the solid

walls by the boundary condition on the curvilinear components, the

cartesian velocity components are al sa required jthey simply are

U=V==W=Oa

At the outflaw boundary zéro gradient of the curvilinear
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components is specified froœ which the cartesian components are

derived.

4b) Pressure

No physical boundary condition is specified for the pressure at

any boundary location. HoNever this parameter is needed at such

stations, and a numerical boundary condition has ta be applied»

The values at the solid walls are obtained via a parabolic

eîîtrapolation from the interior points» This guarantees a second order

approîîimation consistent over the entire computational damai n.

At the inflow boundary no condition is needed for the pressure

because the downwind scheme.

At the outflow botsndary a simple linear eïttrapolation is used,

because the numerical error introduced by this calculation as not

expected to propagate upstrearo.

5. SOLUTION

The scheme is eîîplicit and in a général form can be written BSE

Aq +At( Ev. +Fy, -î- Bv )"= At ( Rie + S^, + Tç )" (3)
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components is spécifiée! frcîffi which the cartesian components are

derivedL

4b) Pressure

No physical boundary condition is specifiad for the pressure at

any boundary location. However this parameter is needed at such

stations, and a numerical boundary condition bas ta be applied»

The values at the salid walls are obtained via a parabolic

extrapolation from the interior points. This guarantees a second order

approxiroation consistent over the entire computational domain.

At the inflow boundary no condition is needed for the pressure

because the downwind scheme.

At the outflow boundary a simple linear extrapDlation is used,

because the numerical error introduced by this calculation is not

expected ta propagate upstrearo.

5. SOLUTION

The scheme is e^plicit and in a général form can be written ass

Aq +At( Eï +F^ + G^ )"== At ( Rs + S^i + T^ )" (3)
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where A denotes the forward tisne différence operator and the

superscript n the time levai»

The

pressure fi el d first

components characterized

camponents over the whole

satisfy mass conservation

ations is as fol lOWB»A velocity and

Then the three cartesian momentum

(3) are solved ta get three velocity

in. Thèse intermediate values do not

The ne^t step is ta adjust the pressure field in order to

satisfy the continuity équation. Ta handle the velocity-pressure

coupling the principle of the SIMPLE method[33 is foIloNed.By

using the mamentum équations, the corrections ta the contravariant

velocity components are related ta fche corrections to the pressure as

f al lows;

SU = f" (âp)

(5V = fv <3p)

<5W s: fw (

(4)

Introducing EKpressions into the continuity équation a

pressure adjustment is deriveds

=s fP- (êU,5V,5W) (5)
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Once the pressure correction êp is c:alculated,the curvilinear

components modifiée! by means of Eq.(4)çthen all

corrections corobined with inexact vslocity and pressure

fields in ordsr to ver if y the constraint rsquirement. That i s g

u* + su

V + 3V (6)

Ww + ôW

.-s®-

where UgV,y,p and U-?gy*,W<B'gp" represent those values that do and do

not respectively satisfy both and moinentum équations.

To modify variables over the entire do»Bain a si mi l ar

practice to the MAC methodE123 is used.The grid is swept

point-by-point in sucessive planes in the inlet—outlet

direction.Impraved values immediately used as the procédure

advances.This is until a desired level of accuracy is

reached.

the above is completed,only one curvilinear

velocity component is lîrîohin on each face( UgV,W on the

'Ç,-q,and ç faces respectively).The two ffiissing missing contravariant

components^ are obtained by averaging surrounding knoNn values. The

cartesian velocity comparsents are decoded by using the inverse
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relations of Eqs.

Finally the time is advanced and the cycle is repeated

urstil steady is reached. This is estimated by cotnparing the root

mean square of a velocity coroponent between two consécutives time

steps.

6. APPLICATIONS

At the présent stage and as a preliminary step, a séries of

test cases on ductings have been donc.

6.1 Eîîponential Constriction

In order to analyze the response of the method on a curvilinear

geometry the "hump test case" full y tested by Refs E 13,143, who

used a vector potential différence diethod was chosen.This geametry

consiste of channel with an eîîponential constriction where the

function y=l.-.5e-s2M représente the lower surface for al l

depths;while y=il. represent the fiât upper surface.The mesh used

was of 31?-;llîîll points.

Figure Sa shows a général vieM of the duct shape , Fi g 5b

gives the géométrie characteristics for al l Ç=const. planes.

A developed profile specified as u=36yz(l~y)(1-z), v=0. ,
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relations of Eqs»(2)o

Final l y the time step is advanced and the cycle is repeated

until st&ady sfcate is reached. This is estimated by comparing the root

mear» square of a velocity component between two consécutives time

steps.

6. APPLICATIONS

At the présent stage and as a preliminary step, a séries at

test cases on ductings have been dons.

6.1 Exponentiaî Constriction

In order to analyze the? response of the method on a curvilinear

geometry the "hump test case" full y tested by Refs E 13,143, who

used a vector potential différence method was chossn.This geometry

consiste at channel with an eiîponsntial constriction where the

function y=l • ~ » 5e~sa** represents the lower surface for ai l

depthsjwhile y=:l« represent the fiât upper surface.The mesh used

was of 31>;11>;11 points»

Figure Sa shows a général view of the duct shape , Fi g 5b

gives the géométrie characteristics for all ç=const. planes.

A develaped profile specified as u=36yz(l~y)<l-z), v=0» y
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w=0. is set at the à ni et and several tests were conducted for

différent Reynolds numbers.

The resuîts shown on Fi g. 6a report a view of the isopressure

contours on the outmost surfaceis obtained for a Re?ynolds number of

80.

Figure 6b shows the velocity fi el d in the obstruction planes

z=0.l and z=0.5. The recirculation zone downstream of the obstruction

and the shape of the vslocity profile at the eîsit plane confirm

the results obtained by LacroiK et al E 133.

The flow pattem viewed froro the top is shown in Fi g.

6c. The developing velocity profile at the outlet indicate that the

channel is not sufficiently long for the flow to re-establish itself

after the constriction.The of the velocity profile at outlet at

the r)=0.9 and ï-sa=0.5 surfaces harmonise with those reported by Réf.14,

but not at the T{=:O. î levai where a parabolic profile is attained in

the présent computations,, while a profile Nith an inflection is

obtainsd by Réf.14.

The velocity ve'ctors in 'ç==constant sections are présentée! in

Fig. 6d. Eventhough section not strictly normal ta the

primary flow motion, an irsteresting three-dimensional phenomena can

still be observed. Nhen tSie flow reaches the obstruction the bottom

surface layer is forced towards the center line. As it f al l s down

the rsar of the constriction, this layer is forced towards the

centerline.Final l y two isymmetric vortices are developed
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A second i

square cross section

the Dean number défi as

nvestigation in a circular arc channel of

with a Reynolds number of 80. For this

De==Re(H/R«,)°-s (7)

is 50-95964 ,where H^l is the radiai distance in the channel,and

Rm=2.5 is the channel mean radius of curvature« Upstream and

downstream lengths of a straight channel of 0-524H and 2.1H

respectively are attached to the curved duct. The turning angle of

the elbow is 60 degrees «In the streamwise direction 31 stations

were used , while ll>i 11 points used for the cross section (Fi g

7a).

As in the? previous a parabolic velocity profile with no

transverse component at the ini et.

The distribution of the pressure on the outmost surfaces is

shown on Fi g,, 7b by contours of constant values of tho pressure. The

importance of the viscous influence can be appreciated if one

compares this result with -fche potential pressure solution obtained by

HerongC143 ,Fi g. 7c.
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The velacity field is shown on différents Ç surfacesC planes

in this case) in Fi g.7d, Fi g" 7e depicfcs it in several

projections of the -qssconstant surfaces a

The developement o-f secondary flow is illustated in Fi g 7f«

From the beginning --f tSie turning angle this helical rontiori can be

noticed and as the flow in the channel, ION momentum f lui d

is drawn from the si de wall and convected downstrea»» towards the

suction surface and high streafnwise velocities near the centerline

are displaced accordingly toward the pressure surface» At the exit

the secondary flow is not as strong but still does not disappear

entirely because the dowra-stream eîîtension is not sufficiently long

ta al l ow a rs—development o-f the -flow.

To assess the présent solution a comparison of the computed

full y developed streamwise velocity profile with the eKperimental

measureinents obtained by Mori et al E 153 at Re=205 has been

carried out » This is illustrated an Fi g» 7g uhich shows good

qualitative and quantitative agreement of both resu.1 ts.However the

présent numerical data not coincide with the rest.its obtained by

RBfs(14,16,17,18)

6.3 Twisted Elbow

As th& aiîti of the présent effort is the simulation of a 3-D

flow in an arbitrary channei such as the geometry baunded by

the blades of a turbomachine, a final numerical application was

carried ont ta show the full y three dimensional prediction capability
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of the présent

The channel chosers is shown in Fi g» Sa and its géométrie

characteristics by HerongCl43» As the elbaw discussed

before, the cross section is a square, the upstream and downstream

tangents have the ,1."?ngths, i.h-'-' turning angle is 60

and the discretization carried using 31x11x11 mesh

points»However,this time* turning elbow has a 60 degrees twist

around its central l. ine,sa the three-diinensionality l s f ul l y présent.

As in the previous models a parabolic profile was set at the

ini et with no transverse caroponents.

Figure Sb shoNS the presure plotted in contours of constant

values viewed from opposite directions.

Ths velocity distribution is shown in Figs.Sc and 8d. Each

drawing présents the velocity vector in one coordinate surface

f ami l y Mithin the elbow configuration,the first in ç=constant

surfaces, whils the in T]=constant surfaces.

A ver y interestàng phenomena in such a compleîî geometry

is the developement of fche secondary flow, which is presented in

Fi g.8e» It conaists on the génération of a vorteîi pair that remains

normal to the plane of the duct tuming. The twisting seems to have no

effect on the location of ths vorticesghowever it does increase the

strength o-f one si de of the vortex pair, while decreasing the

other. This influence becomss more évident after 6=40"( Fig. Be) .
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At ter the channel tNisting

begins to recover g but as

relatively short for présent

straight channel flow type.

turning at ©=60°, the f l ON

of the downstream tangent is

Re£=80» still cannât reach the

7. CONCLUDINB

The preliminary go.al of the présent work was the

development of a numericai procédure ta soive 3-D incompressible

flows on général geoinetries with a non'-staggered grid

formulation.This was accompli by ths use of an opposed différence

scheme. A typical computation for 31 x 11 x 11 grid points,with

no particular attention ta up the convergence is about 20

minutes of C.P.LÎ. time on a 4341-11.

The reported results encouraging ,as the proposed method

predicts most of the cofnplex nature of the three-dimensional viscaus

flow phenomena inside ductings with a plausible estimate of the

characteristics of
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iii. In Section >î=0.5

Fi g. 6d Velocity Devel opinent in ï^const Surfaces
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